History of Chemistry -- Part 2 (after Galileo) -- Important Personalities and Their Discoveries
(IF IT IS STARRED, EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW IT)

*Sir Robert Boyle - English - proposed the relationship between pressure and volume - formulated 	other gas laws - mainly credited with Boyle’s Law ---> PV = k

Evangelista Torricelli - Italian - discovered the mercury barometer and measured atmospheric 	pressure

Blaise Pascal - French - formulated the basis of meteorology by studying pressure using Torricelli’s 	barometer - 1646

Daniel Fahrenheit - German - developed the first mercury thermometer - 1714

*Joseph Priestley - English - discovered oxygen (and CO and nitrous oxide too) about 1760 - also 		produced the first carbonated water (soda pop was born)

Sir Henry Cavendish - English - discovered hydrogen - 1766 (first man to weigh the Earth)

William Henry - English - Henry's law, which states that the solubility of a gas in a liquid is proportional 	to the partial pressure of the gas in contact with the liquid - 1774

*Antoine Lavoisier - French - discovered nitrogen and many other organic compounds - 1780s - father 	of modern chemistry - wrote first chemistry textbook

Joseph Proust - French - proposes the law of definite proportions, which states that elements always 	combine in small, whole number ratios to form compounds - 1794-1795

Alessandro Volta - Italian - designed the first electrochemical battery - 1800 or so

*John Dalton - English - proposed The Atomic Theory - 1803-1806  (also the law of partial pressures)
·	 Everything is composed of atoms.
·	 All atoms of the same element are the same.
·	 All atoms of different elements are different.
·	 Atoms react with each other in whole number ratios to form compounds.

*Amadeo Avogadro - Italian - proposed the “equals” hypothesis, that is, that equal volumes of gases 	with equal pressures and equal temperatures contain the same number of particles; Avogadro’s 	number named for him - 1811

Germain Hess - Swiss - Hess’ Law - the energy of a chemical reaction (enthalpy) is the same regardless of the number of steps needed or the reaction mechanism. - 1830s

Sir Humphry Davy - English - discovered sodium and potassium, father of electrochemistry

J.	J. Berzelius - Swedish - discovered many elements (Se, Th, Si, Ti, and Zr) - proposed modern 	symbols

Michael Faraday - English - developed electrolysis and theories regarding matter and energy

*Lord Kelvin (real name William Thomson)- English - proposed absolute zero - 1840-1850s - 2nd law of 	thermodynamics - concept of entropy

James Joule - English - experimentally demonstrated that heat was a form of energy - 1843

Friedrich Kekule - German - father of aromatic chemistry (carbon compounds in rings) - 1850s

Robert Bunsen - German - designed the first spectrograph and examined various spectra - 1859

*Dmitri Mendeleev - Russian - proposed/designed first Periodic Table of the Elements - predicted 		gallium, scandium, and germanium - 1867

Josiah Gibbs - American - developed the concept of Gibbs free energy (given the variable G) and an 	equation that determines if a reaction will happen spontaneously or not - 1870s

Sir William Crookes - developed the Crookes tube - demonstrated cathode rays - 1879

Ludwig Boltzmann - German - developed kinetic theory of gases - 1880s

*Henri Le Chatelier - French - proposed the notion of chemical equilibrium - Le Chatelier’s principle - 	1888

*Wilhelm Roentgen - German - discovered radioactivity - 1895

*Henri Becquerel - French - discovered X-rays - 1896

*J. J. Thomson - English - proved the existence of electrons - 1897

*Niels Bohr - Denmark - proposed the Bohr (planetary) model of the atom - 1890s

Marie Curie - Poland - discovered radium and polonium - 1890s

Max Planck - German - proposed the notion of the quantum - father of quantum theory - 1900

*Robert Millikan - American - 1909 - measured the charge of individual electrons with 	unprecedented accuracy through the oil drop experiment, confirming that all electrons have the 	same charge and mass - charge-to-mass ratio

*Ernest Lord Rutherford - New Zealand - Gold Foil Experiment discovers the nucleus of the atom - 	1911 - also discovered half-life of radioactive isotopes - first transmutation of elements

Henry Moseley - English - rearranged periodic table to be arranged by atomic number, not atomic 		mass - 1914

Louis de Broglie - French - wave-particle duality of electrons - 1923

Wolfgang Pauli - Austrian-American - Pauli Exclusion Principle - 1925

*James Chadwick - English - discovered the neutron - 1932






